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Muscle Testing for Weight-Training Lower Extremity Injuries is an edited transcript of a

presentation delivered at the International Weight-Training Injury Symposium.In this book, Dr.

Leaf demonstrates how muscle testing can help to diagnose injuries. It also reviews; lower

extremity stability, the effects of orthotics, the importance of symmetry, analyzing gait, muscle

testing, including the glutes maximus, rectus femoris, psoas, quadriceps, and hamstring.Dr.

Leaf educates through audience participation and demonstration of various injuries and how

he would go about testing and/or treating them. He touches on knee injuries, including the

effects of ankle positioning and dropped arches, femoral nerve syndrome and the inguinal

ligament, normal movement of the patella, obturator nerve, the effects of having a weak

abdominal wall, peroneal nerve syndrome, the effects of taping, ankle injuries and palpation,

knee surgeries, including the effects of scars on strength, and tips on rehabing an injury.Lastly,

this book includes a question and answer section.

"The book you're holding in your hands right now contains an incredible distillation of what you

might learn through years of studying many different Eastern traditions. But the single most

precious thing you will get out of reading it is the knowledge that unconscious mental

resistance and struggle makes everything you do harder than it needs to be."- from the

foreword by Dave Asprey, founder and CEO of Bulletproof "In this age of rampant burnout and

stress, Patel shares a refreshing perspective on how we can use time-tested practices to

seriously boost our energy, vitality, and well-being. Rich, practical, and life-changing wisdom!"-

Emma Seppälä, Ph.D., author of The Happiness Track "Human beings have labored

immensely to explore the outer world; the continents, the oceans, the cosmos. Our creative

enterprise and inquisitiveness has focused on the external-and we have failed to map the most

mysterious terrain of all, the internal. . . . This book by Rajshree provides easy-to-use tools that

actually optimize the internal landscape-our mental and emotional faculties. It provides the

missing link to thriving both inside and out. It's the simple way to switch off your busy mind and

turn on your power."- Jason Silva, filmmaker, futurist, and former host of the Emmy-nominated

Brain Games"I had my team learn the tools to harness life energy and we found that with less

effort we could achieve more. . . . High energy equals high impact. It naturally translates to

greater self-empowerment, accountability, and generosity. One of the core statements at Panda

is to 'Make Happy Happen.' The Power of Vital Force provides practical wisdom and

techniques that naturally make happy happen."- Andrew Cherng, founder and CEO of Panda

Express"Rajshree Patel is the 'real deal'. If you are looking to change your life using meditation,

don't settle for gimmicks and hype. Pick up this book and discover how ancient, time-tested

tools of breath and meditation can bring vitality and clarity to your life."- Michael Edelstein,

former president of NBC Universal International Studios and executive producer of Desperate

Housewives "Neuroscience is finally catching up to what the wisdom of the East has been

telling us for thousands of years. Vital force is the key to wellness. This book can up your game

in every aspect of life."- Naveen Jain, co-founder and CEO of Viome and author of Moonshots:

Creating a World of Abundance"The Power of Vital Force is exceptional! . . . . A true

masterpiece that blends the 'art and science' of consciousness and what it takes to energize

the human soul, to learn how to truly thrive in a way you could have never imagined."- Peter

Cooper, founder of Cooper Investors"Finally, a book that gives the how-to's, not just what-to's.



This book is filled with tools, practical insights, rooted in timeless wisdom that can enhance the

physical and mental faculties with ease . . .and Rajshree with her deep wisdom and experience

is the perfect exponent of these ancient truths."- Chandrika Tandon, business leader,

humanitarian, and Grammy-nominated artist "The Power of Vital Force is a practical guidebook

for anyone who would like to supercharge their life. The honest guidance is not only actionable,

but refreshing and personable. I only wish I'd had a book like this when I started my career."-

Rathi Murthy, SVP and Chief Technology Officer of Gap, Inc."A powerful guide full of actionable

tools and practical timeless wisdom. If you are ready to think less and live more, read this

book."- Bernardo Bonjean, founder and CEO of Avante and entrepreneur"The Power of Vital

Force compiles all of Rajshree's wisdom and grace into easily applicable lessons. . . . Honestly,

reading this book is the next best thing to working directly with Rajshree."- Jeremy Larner,

founder and president of JKL Worldwide and angel investorAbout the AuthorRajshree Patel is

an international self-awareness coach, teacher, and speaker. She has taught hundreds of

thousands of people in more than 35 countries the power of meditation, mindfulness, breath

work, and other ancient tools for accessing the innate source of energy, creativity, and

fulfillment within.Through her unique blend of intuition, humor, and ancient techniques, Patel

has guided government leaders, families, Oscar-winning filmmakers, Fortune 500 executives,

and individuals from all walks of life in understanding how the mind works, how to let go of

stress, and how to be more resilient and fulfilled in their personal and professional lives. She

has given talks and led programs at organizations including NBC Universal, IBM, LinkedIn,

Gap, The World Bank, Shell Oil, Morgan Stanley, Harvard University, IIT, the United Nations,

UNESCO, and more.
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Preface“Muscle Testing for Weight-Training Lower Extremity Injuries" is an edited transcript of a

presentation delivered at the International Weight-Training Injury Symposium.In this book,

Dr.Leaf demonstrates how muscle testing can help to diagnose injuries. It also reviews; lower

extremity stability, the effects of orthodics, the importance of symmetry, analyzing gait, muscle

testing, including the glutes maximus, rectus femoris, psoas, quadriceps, and hamstring.Dr.

Leaf educates through audience participation and demonstration of various injuries and how

he would go about testing and/or treating them. He touches on knee injuries, including the

effects of ankle positioning and dropped arches, femoral nerve syndrome and the inguinal

ligament, normal movement of the patella, obturator nerve, the effects of having a weak

abdominal wall, peroneal nerve syndrome, the effects of taping, ankle injuries and palpation,

knee surgeries, including the effects of scars on strength, and tips on rehabing an injury.Lastly,

this book includes a question and answer section.

DisclaimerThis publication contains the opinions and ideas of its author. It is intended to

provide helpful and informative material on the subjects addressed in the publication. It is sold

with the understanding that the author and publisher are not engaged in rendering medical,

health, or any other kind of personal professional services in the book. The reader should

consult his or her medical, health, or other competent professional before adopting any of the

suggestions in this book or drawing conclusion from it. The information in this book should not

be used as a substitute for a proper medical diagnosis and evaluation.To the fullest extent of

the law, the author and publisher specifically disclaim all responsibility for any liability, loss, or

risk, personal or otherwise, which is incurred as a consequence, directly or indirectly, of the

use and application of any of the contents of this book. 

About the AuthorDr. Leaf is a chiropractor and has been in practice for 30 years. He has taught

Applied Kinesiology for 25 years and is the president of the U.S. chapter of the International

College of Applied Kinesiology. He has lectured in the United States, Canada, Europe, and

Australia on the application of muscle testing for different disorders. Dr. Leaf has treated

Olympic athletes, world champions and professional players in the NFL, NBA, NHL and was on

the medical staff of A.C. Milan in the Italian soccer league. He is one of the best integrated

practitioners and muscle testers in the country, utilizing a highly innovative treatment

combination consisting of structural and chemical protocols to fix complicated disorders.For

more information about Dr. Leaf please go to his web site at Video and Audio VersionTo

purchase the video or audio version of this presentation please go to:

Chapter 1 - IntroductionDr. David Leaf:In this book we are going to use muscle testing to help

diagnose or to figure out why things are doing what they are and what's not working right.

Many of you are doing squats, lifting where knees start to take a beating. We will also cover

some of the patellar tracking problems, the effects of pronation, what happens with



orthotics.When do you need to have an orthotic? Some people will say all the time but not

everybody needs one. How can you determine quickly that you or the person you are dealing

with needs to have an orthotic in order to stabilize them? I wanted to touch a little bit upon

some common nerve entrapments in the lower extremity that can occur that will cause and

inhibit, slow down training effects and also lead to chronic injuries. Those are the last four that

are on there; peroneal nerve entrapment, a problem with the ankle and the anterior talus,

femoral nerve and an opturator nerve. The femoral nerve one here, just to start off briefly with

that; I was up here about five or six years ago and there was a pentathlete, Canadian woman,

and she had difficulty in her sprints. It turned out to be an over-development. The femoral nerve

can become entrapped very easily if you overdevelop the iliopsoas muscle.Symmetric is

important. When you're looking at the person, your examination of the athlete, the first comes

just as you examine and you look. Between looking at the person and doing some simple

muscle testing, you can figure out some things about the individual; simple test that you can

do.Take yourselves or the patient, and feel the contour of the quad and then just take and

squeeze the quad, this to be done just above the patella, not up higher. I want you to feel how

the muscle itself feels.Next, have the person go into a squatting position, and do basically the

same thing. It's amazing to me how many patients walk into the office, athletes come in and

they have a dramatic underdevelopment of one leg versus the other; which can be seen if you

look for it and can be felt if you feel for it. If you talk to the person most of these players/patients

will develop patellar problems, knee pains, retro-patellar pain, chondromalacia patella and the

like. But here we've got this change. This condition, many times when you look at the person

you'll see an over development of the gluteal muscle on one side and then under-development

on the other. To muscle test the gluteous maximus, have the patient lay prone, bend and raise

one leg so one hip is off of the table. Have the patient resist your force pushing down towards

the table. Practioners are to apply pressure on their hamstring. Generally you'll find that the

person will have an atrophy of the gluteus maximus on the side opposite they've got the

atrophy of the quadricep.Call it underdevelopment, call it atrophy but you're talking about a

balance that has to be there for the mechanics. We want to start with, when you're looking at

somebody we want to look at is how they look? How they move? 

Chapter 2 - Knee Injuries: Athlete 1Dr. David Leaf:One of the things when I look at somebody

obviously you start with a history. Tell us about your knee problem.Athlete:          
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